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MĀRA’S ASSAULT:  
AN INTRODUCTION 
TEXTUAL AND ICONOGRAPHIC VERSIONS: A 
SHORT HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
Christoph Anderl (Ghent University) 
 
Textual Sources 
 
Pāli and Sanskrit Sources 
 
As far as early Buddhist texts are concerned, the Pāli Canon 
only mentions the episode of Māra’s Temptation. Māra’s Assault, 
on the other hand, appears in the canons of several Buddhist 
schools and is recorded in scriptures such as the Mahāvastu and the 
Lalitavistara, as well as in Sanskrit literature in verse form, such as 
the Nidanākathā (Jātakaṭṭakkathā?) and the Buddhacarita. The 
various texts agree on the central theme of the episode: Māra 
realizes that the end of his realm is approaching, shares his concern 
with his son, launches the attack and is defeated. Desperate, he 
summons his daughters to seduce Siddhārtha, but in the end all 
attempts to hinder Siddhārtha’s enlightenment fail. There are 
several variations concerning other parts of the story, such as the 
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preamble, the role of the sons, the number of assaults, the 
circumstances of the defeat and the exact sequence of events. There 
is also no standardized account of Siddhārtha citing the Earth 
Goddess (pṛthivī-devatā; Ch. dìshén 地神  or dìtiān 地天) as 
witness for the merits of his former deeds and the victory over 
Māra. In some versions, the episode is immediately followed by 
the attempted seduction of the daughters. 
In this introduction, the focus will be on a selection of Chinese 
sources.1 
                                                                                                           
1 For a concise overview of Pāli and Sanskrit sources, see Anderl and Pons 
2013: 256-262. On Māra in early sources, see especially Bingenheimer 
(2007), Eichenbaum (1982), Wayman (1959) and Zin and Schlingloff 
(2007). I am very grateful to Jessie Pons (Ruhr University Bochum) for 
providing draft papers on the scriptural sources concerning Māra, in 
addition to valuable information concerning the depictions in Gandhāra. 
The sources which mention Māra in the Majjhima nikāya include the 
Dvedhāvitakka sutta (19.26), Nivāpa sutta (25.7ff), the Ariyapariyesanā 
sutta (26.34ff), the Cūlagopālaka sutta (34.3), the Brahmanimantika sutta 
(49.5ff; including a discourse between Māra and the Buddha), the 
Māratajjanīya sutta (50; Māra entering the belly of Mahā Moggallāna), 
Āneñjasappāya sutta (106.2; with a description of Māra’s realm), the 
Bahudhātuka sutta (115.15; Māra as a member of the hierarchy of deities) 
and Kāyagatāsati sutta (119.23; recommends mindfulness as a remedy 
against Māra’s distractions). In the Padhāna sutta (III.2.425-449) of the 
Khuddaka nikāya there is a description of the temptation of Māra at the 
banks of the Nairañjanā River. In the Saṃyutta nikāya, the following texts 
include references to Māra: Dhitaro sutta (including the temptation by the 
daughters), the Māra-saṃyutta (SN I.124ff; several temptations, including 
those of the daughters), Māradhītu sutta #25 (SN I.124ff; this text is 
unusual, since it describes a temptation after the Buddha’s enlightenment, 
including one by the three daughters Taṇhā (‘Craving’), Arati (‘Boredom’) 
and Ragā (‘Lust’); see also Guruge 1997: 8), Bhikkuṇī-saṃyutta (SN 
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Chinese Textual Sources 
OVERVIEW 
                                                                                                             
I.128ff.; with encounters of nuns with Māra, including sexual temptations). 
Sanskrit sources include the Mahāvastu, with an encounter on the banks 
of the Nairañjanā River (Jones, Vol. 2: verses 327-340); Māra visits the 
Buddha at the Deer Park and is defeated there (ibid., Vol. 3: verses 
415-418); Māra visits Śākyamuni, who meditates under the Bodhi Tree, 
with a description of the temptation and subsequent defeat, as well as an 
attack by Māra’s army with the outcome that the demons fall into hell 
(ibid., Vol. 2: verses 398-419); and the temptation by the daughters Tantrī, 
Aratī and Ratī in the week after the Buddha’s enlightenment, and their 
transformation into old women (Vol. 3: verses 281-286). In the 
Lalitavistara, Māra tries to persuade Śākyamuni to enter mahāparinirvāṇa 
(which would prevent the sage from continuing his teaching), followed by 
a description of the daughters and their temptations (Chapter XXIII); a 
description of the actual assault of the army under the Bodhi Tree (Chapter 
XXI); a detailed description of the daughters’ temptation (Chapter XXI); 
and an account of the daughters’ attempted temptation, which took place 
after the Buddha’s enlightenment (Chapter XXIII). 
In the Sanskrit versions of the Buddhacarita, Māra’s attacks are 
described in the Māravijayo chapter, with the focus on the threat the 
enlightenment of Śākyamuni poses for the realm of Māra. This chapter 
offers a detailed description of the army’s assault (which is finally 
dispersed by the Buddha’s voice). The Chinese version will be discussed in 
more detail below. 
In the Nidāna-kathā (Jātakaṭṭhakatha), nine attacks are recorded, and 
Māra uses different devices to disturb the meditating Śākyamuni, such as 
wind, rain, rocks, weapons, coal, sand, mud, etc. In the end, Māra admits 
defeat. 
In the Divyāvadāna, Māra appears in the famous narrative on the 
‘Miracle of Śrāvastī’, and Māra is accused of prompting the six heretics to 
challenge the Buddha to a competition of miracles in the city of Śrāvastī 
(see Rotman 2008: 34, 253-287). 
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Important Chinese sources for the Assault of Māra2 include the 
Fó suǒ xíng zàn 佛所行讚 (Praise of the Deeds of the Buddha), a 
rendering of the Buddhacarita (T4, no.192, the Pò Mó 破魔 
‘Destroying Māra’ chapter) and the Sūtra on the Past Activities of 
the Buddha (Fó běnxíng jīng 佛本行經, T193; translated in the 
fifth century).3 Other sources include the Zēngyī āhán jīng 增一
阿含經 (a translation of the Ekottarāgama, T2, no.125, fascicle 39) 
and the Guòqù xiànzài yīnguŏ jīng 過去現在因果經 (T3, no.189, 
fascicle 3). 
 
MAHĀPRAJÑĀPARAMITĀ ŚĀSTRA 
The Mahāprajñāparamitā śāstra (MPPS) has a long section on 
                                                                                                           
2 In China, Māra is usually transcribed with mó 魔, which is a truncated 
version of móluó 魔羅. Indeed, the Chinese character 魔 seems to have 
been invented to represent ‘Māra’ (composed of the semantic element 鬼, 
‘demon’, and the phonetic element 麻, /ma/). As in the case of many 
popular expressions and terms borrowed from Sanskrit and Pāli, Chinese 
Buddhists used abbreviated versions of phonetic transcriptions (by 
comparison, a similar appellation in Sanskrit would be ‘Mā’ instead of 
Māra). Although there are many kinds of ‘māra’, the assault/subduing of 
Māra usually involves Pāpīyān (Bōxún 波 旬 ), the Demon King who 
resides in the Sixth Heaven of the Desire-realm (together with Śiva); 
sometimes also referred to as Tiānzǐ Mó 天子魔  (‘Heavenly/Princely 
Māra’), Tiān Mó 天魔, or Mówáng bōxún 魔王波旬 (māraḥ-pāpīyān). 
Other epithets include èzhe 惡者, ‘the Evil One’, shāzhe 剎者, ‘Murderer’, 
etc. Other important terms in the textual narratives include Mó jūn 魔軍, 
‘army of Māra’/‘army of demons’, and Mó nǚ 魔女, ‘the daughters of 
Māra’. 
3 The text includes 32 episodes of the Buddha’s life (the encounter with Māra 
is story no.16).  
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Māra in the Mārakarmasamatikrānta chapter. Important for the 
conceptualization of Māra is his subdivision into four aspects: 
‘affliction māra’ (kleśamāra), ‘aggregate māra’ (skandhamāra), 
‘death māra’ (mṛtyumāra) and ‘son-of-god māra’ 
(devaputramāra),4 which also emphasizes the metaphorical aspect 
of the Māra stories: 
 
Desires (kāma) are your first army (senā),  
The army of sadness (arati) is the second,  
The army of hunger and thirst (kṣutpipāsā) is the third,  
The army of greed (tṛiṣṇā) is the fourth.  
The fifth is the army of languor and torpor (styānamiddha),  
The army of fear (bhaya) is the sixth.  
Doubt (vicikitsā) is the seventh army,  
The army of anger (krodha) and hypocrisy (mrakṣa) is the 
eighth.  
                                                                                                           
4 See MPPS, Lamotte (English translation). The sources are: Mahāvastu, III, 
pp. 273, 281; Madhvṛtti, p. 442; Dharmasaṃgraha, ch. LXXX; 
Śikṣāsamuccaya: p. 198, etc. Fánnăo mó 煩惱魔 (‘affliction māra’) refers 
to the demon of desires who is harmful to one’s body and mind; yīn mó 陰
魔  (‘aggregate māra’) refers to the suffering which is caused by the 
workings of the skandhas (body, perception, conception, volition/tendencies, 
consciousness); sǐ mó 死魔  (‘death māra’) refers to the destructive power 
of Māra cutting off the lives of sentient beings; tiānzĭ mó 天子魔 refers to 
a specific heavenly being attempting to prevent sentient beings from doing 
good. 
Other characterizations in the MPPS (in Lamotte’s translation) include: 
‘he destroys all good works’, ‘enemy of the Buddha’, responsible for the 
afflictions and hindrances in the world. 
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The ninth army is covetousness (labdhā)  
And attachment to vain glory (mithyāyśaś),  
The tenth army is self-praise (ātmotkarṣa)  
And distrust of others (parāvajñā).  
These, your armies,  
No person in the world  
Or any god  
Can destroy them.  
By the power of wisdom’s arrow, 
By cultivating concentration and wisdom,  
I will smash your army, O Mara,  
Like a clay pot (āmapātra).  
With a mind solely cultivating wisdom  
I will save the world.  
My disciples, full of energy,  
Ever mindful, will cultivate wisdom.  
Following my example, they will progress in accordance 
with the Dharma  
And will certainly reach nirvāṇa.  
Even though you do not want to let them,  
They will go where you cannot go.  
Then King Māra, on hearing this,  
Angry and confused, departed;  
And the evil army of māras  
Also disappeared and vanished.  
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Such is the māra of the fetters (saṃyojana).5 
 
The MPPS also gives a detailed account of the role of Māra’s 
daughters (MPPS, Vol. 2: 687): 
 
The intervention of the three daughters in Māra’s first attack 
against the Bodhisattva should be noted. These three girls were 
called Taṇhā, Arati and Ragā (Saṃyutta, I, p. 124); Tantrī, Arati 
and Ratī (Mahāvastu, III, p. 286); Rati, Arati and Tṛiṣṇā 
(Lalitavistara, p. 378); Arati, Priti and Tṛṣ (Buddhacarita, XIII, 
v.3). Māra launched three main assaults against the Buddha:1) 
Immediately before the enlightenment, when the Bodhisattva was 
sitting under the pipala tree of Bodhi, Māra launched his armies 
against him to make him leave the Bodhi seat and thus prevent him 
from attaining enlightenment; the Bodhisattva victoriously resisted 
this attack and, touching the earth with his right hand 
(bhūmisparśamudrā), he took it as witness to his right to occupy 
the Bodhi seat. 2) Four weeks after the enlightenment, when the 
Buddha was meditating under the ajapālanyagrodha tree, Māra 
and his daughters came to tempt the Buddha and induce him to 
enter into nirvāṇa before having preached his doctrine. 
 
There are several canonical sources in which the description of 
Māra’s daughters does not appear in the first assault; likewise, 
                                                                                                           
5 MPPS, Vol.1: 279. 
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many Māra depictions do not include this topic. In other sources, 
the daughters appear in subsequent attacks. In the Lalitavistara, 
they appear in every assault.6 
In Chinese medieval Buddhist literature, the MPPS probably 
provides the most systematic rationalization and overview of Māra 
by citing and commenting on numerous scriptures.7  
 
Lalitavistara, Chinese version 
There is a Chinese version of the Lalitavistara, which is now 
included in the ‘Avadāna’ (yīnyuán 因緣) section of the Chinese 
Tripiṭaka. The text is titled Pǔyào jīng 普曜經 (T3, no.186), and 
parts of Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to an account of Māra’s 
attack.8  
Fascicle 17 (Zhàomó pĭn 召魔品) is embedded in the address 
of the Buddha. The narrative is dramatized by including a detailed 
description of the consequences for Māra caused by the Buddha’s 
enlightenment; typically for the Pǔyào jīng, this is done by means 
of a list of ‘32 transformations’ (sānshíèr biàn 三十二變), which 
Māra envisions in a dream after hearing that the Buddha is 
determined to reach enlightenment.9 As such, the Buddha’s path to 
                                                                                                           
6 For details, see MPPS, Vol. 2: 687-688, fn. 327. 
7 For a very good overview, see MPPS, Vol. 1: 277f. 
8 Section 17 (召魔品第十七 ) is in T03, no186, p.516, c26-p.519, a13; 
Section 18 is in ibid.: p.519, a18-p.521, c11. 
9 Some of these are very personal and not without a certain comical flavour, 
such as ‘Number 11: [Māra] saw his own body (here: himself) falling off 
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enlightenment is described as a direct attack against Māra, his 
family, his dependants and his very realm, so his fierce reaction is 
rendered understandable for the reader: it is only natural to try to 
defend one’s family if they come under direct attack. Māra also 
realizes that his adherents might abandon him because of the 
Buddha, and that all sentient beings would take refuge in the 
teaching of the Tathāgata. 
In the narrative, Māra is described as a powerful king who 
summons his ministers and advisers in order to prepare against the 
enemy. Finally, the minister Shīzĭ Ān 師子安 proposes the attack 
on the Buddha. In the Pǔyào jīng, Māra is said to have 1,000 sons, 
500 of whom are in favour of an attack (hēimíng bù 黑冥部, 
‘black part’), balanced by the other 500 who oppose an attack 
(qīngbái bù 清白部, ‘white part’). A long passage deals with 
several sons offering poems on the pros and cons of engaging the 
Buddha. In the end, a general warns against an attack and predicts 
certain defeat. 
Section 18 starts with Māra’s reaction to the above speeches by 
the ministers and generals of his realm; despite the warnings, he is 
determined to hinder the Buddha’s enlightenment. The Pǔyào jīng 
is the only version that introduces four daughters of Māra (compare 
the Māra Silk painting, discussed below). Again, the text is in the 
                                                                                                             
the bed and injuring his head’ (十一自見己身床上墮地破傷頭面; ibid.: 
p.517, a20). He also has a premonition of the fate of his four (!) daughters 
in the dream: ‘Number 13: He saw Māra’s daughters lose the “right season” 
(i.e., proper age), being transformed into old women’ (十三見魔四女迷失
時節化為老母; ibid.: p.517, a22). 
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form of a numerical list which presents the 32 ways in which the 
daughters distracted the Buddha and tried to get his attention.10 
The Prince, of course, firmly resists these temptations. In this 
version of the story, the Bodhisattva not only stays unmoved and 
serene but actually engages in a dialogue with the daughters. The 
dialogue with the daughters is also an important feature of the 
vernacularized Chinese version of the Pò Mó biàn, edited and 
translated in this volume. In the Pǔyào jīng, Śākyamuni is not 
distracted by the beauty of the external features of the daughters; 
indeed, he tells them that their minds are ugly, comparing them to a 
beautiful vase (i.e., the body) which is filled with malodorous 
poison (i.e., the mind). In the end, he reveals their true nature and 
transforms them into ugly old women. They return to the palace 
and report to their depressed father, followed by a eulogy of a Tree 
Spirit. Again, in a numerical list (18 items), the defeat of Māra and 
his weaknesses are described. Of course, several features especially 
aimed at the Chinese audience are an important part of the list, 
such as Number 10: ‘Bōxún [i.e., Māra] is not filial and does not 
know how to repay (parental) kindness’ (波旬不孝不知報恩十; 
ibid.: p. 520, a22). After describing the defeat of Māra, the text 
continues with a glorification of the powers of the Bodhisattva and 
his superiority over Māra (in a list of 16 items). This is described in 
a similar way to how a victorious general would humiliate his 
                                                                                                           
10 The list contains many examples of the daughters trying to display their 
feminine charms and beauty (e.g., by seductive movements and gestures, 
by revealing parts of their bodies, by dancing and singing, etc.). 
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defeated enemy.  
Stylistically, there is almost an overload in the use of these 
attributes and metaphors, assigned to both the victor and the 
vanquished. This contrasts with the Chinese version of the 
Buddhacarita, in which the focus is on the description of the army 
and the attackers. However, Māra does not admit his inferiority and 
threatens the Bodhisattva with the might of his army. One unique 
feature of the Pǔyào jīng is that the sage engages in a dialogue with 
the Demon King, rather than ignoring him. During this, Māra 
stresses his highest status among all divine beings of the World of 
Desire (yùjiè 欲界 ). After the debate, the description of the 
monster army and the attack is rather similar to (although shorter 
than) the account in the Buddhacarita. 
 
BUDDHACARITA, CHINESE VERSION 
In the Chinese version of the Buddhacarita, there is a long 
account of the encounter between Māra and Śākyamuni.11 The 
story is written in regulated verse (2×5-character rhythm). This 
detailed description (somewhat similar to the Chinese version of 
the Lalitavistara) of the glorious Buddha and the fierce army had a 
great influence on how the topic was perceived and transformed in 
the Chinese context. Below, I present a tentative English 
translation and an analysis of the most important parts of the text. 
                                                                                                           
11 Fó suǒ xíng zàn 佛所行讚, Praise of the Deeds of the Buddha (T4, no.192; 
the 13th fascicle Pò Mó 破魔 ‘Destroying Māra’). 
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The descriptions in the Buddhacarita and Lalitavistara are also 
important for our understanding of the detailed descriptions of the 
soldiers and monsters found in Chinese textual and iconographic 
material. 
The text begins with a description of Śākyamuni under the 
Bodhi Tree, and his strong determination to reach enlightenment. 
Almost all heavenly beings celebrate this decision; only Māra has a 
different reaction (法怨魔天王 獨憂而不悅). Māra is introduced 
through descriptions of his ‘location’ and status (五欲自在王), his 
military proficiency (具諸戰鬪藝), his resentful attitude towards 
Śākyamuni (憎嫉解脫者 ), and his appellation Bōxún, which 
derives from it (故名為波旬). 
The narrative continues with detailed descriptions of the three 
daughters of Māra (魔王有三女), notably their physical features 
(美貌善儀容, ‘of beautiful appearance and excellent demeanour’), 
the skills they possess for deceiving human beings (種種惑人術) 
and their exalted status among the heavenly maidens (天女中第一). 
Their names are given, indicating their propensity towards 
seduction and deception (第一名欲染, 次名能悅人, 三名可愛樂, 
‘the first was called Yùrăn “Lust Contamination”, the next was 
called “Able to Please Men”, and the third was called “Delight 
(Desire)”’). The next section deals with their encounter with their 
father (三女俱時進 白父波旬言, ‘the three daughters stepped 
forward at the same time and addressed their father Bōxún with the 
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following words’):12 
 
魔王有三女 King Māra had three daughters, 
美貎善儀容 of great beauty and pleasant countenance, 
種種惑人術 endowed with all kind of techniques to seduce a 
man. 
天女中第一 The first among the heavenly daughters 
第一名欲染 was named ‘Lust Contamination’ (Skr. 
kāma-saṃkleśa), 
次名能悦人 the next was called ‘Able to Please Men’,13 
三名可愛樂 and the third daughter was called ‘Delight 
(Desire)’.14 
三女倶時進 Together, they stepped forward 
白父波旬言 and addressed their father Pāpīyas, saying: 
不審何憂慼 ‘We wonder what worries you have?’15 
父具以其事 The father described the matter, 
寫情告諸女 calming his feelings, he told the daughters: 
世有大牟尼 ‘In the world there is a great sage (Skr. muni) 
身被大誓鎧 and his body is wearing the armour of the Great 
Vow,16 
                                                                                                           
12 The tentative translation is mine. 
13 On Néngyuèrén 能悅人, see Hirakawa: 971 and Nakamura: 1084d. 
14 On Kěàilè 可愛樂, lit. ‘worth loving and pleasing’, see Hirakawa: 236. 
Interestingly, the Chinese version ignores the three sons. 
15 For an alternative translation, see Beal 1883, reprinted in Beal 2004. 
16 That is, the Bodhisattva vows to save all sentient beings. 
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執持大我弓 holding the bow of a Great Self,17  
智慧剛利箭 and the hard and sharp arrows of wisdom (Skr. 
prajñā), 
欲戰伏眾生 desiring to subdue in battle the sentient beings 
破壞我境界 and destroying my realm.18 
我一旦不如 Now, I am not a match for him, 
眾生信於彼 [since] the sentient beings have faith in him, 
悉歸解脫道 and all take refuge in the path of liberation (i.e., 
salvation), 
我土則空虛 [thus] my territory will be empty (i.e., without 
adherents to Māra); 
譬如人犯戒 just like a person who has broken the prohibitions 
其身則空虛 and his body becoming insubstantial [after 
punishment]. 
及慧眼未開 The eyes of wisdom not yet being opened (i.e., as 
the Buddha has not yet attained enlightenment) 
我國猶得安 my country is still at peace.19 
                                                                                                           
17 This refers to the ‘True Self’ (zhēnwǒ 真我) of the buddhas, which – by 
Mahāyāna standards – is beyond the notion of the petty ‘self’ (wǒ 我) 
denied by the ‘Small Vehicle’. In the polemics of Mahāyāna Buddhism, the 
apophatic notions of ‘impermanence’, ‘suffering’, ‘no-self’ and ‘impurity’ 
are countered by the cataphatic terms ‘permanence’, ‘bliss’, ‘self’ and 
‘purity’, pertaining to the qualities of the Buddha (see, for example, the 
Mahāparinirvāṇa sūtra). Also note the military metaphors in the 
description of the Buddha’s attributes. 
18 As elaborated in many sources on Māra, the pending destruction of his 
realm is one of the main motivations for his attack: he feels that the very 
existence of himself, his family and his dependants is endangered by the 
Buddha’s progress towards enlightenment. 
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當往壞其志 [We] should go there and destroy his aspiration 
[to reach enlightenment] 
斷截其橋梁 and cut off his “bridge”.’20 
 
The narrative continues with a description of Māra’s army 
moving towards Śākyamuni, and Māra addressing him. In this 
section, Māra tries to convince the Bodhisattva to abandon his 
goal: 
 
執弓持五箭 Seizing the bow and grabbing the five arrows, 
男女眷屬俱 male and female dependants (or  relatives) all 
詣彼吉安林 visited his auspicious and peaceful grove [where 
Śākyamuni meditated], 
願眾生不安 vowing that the sentient beings will not be at 
peace. 
見牟尼靜默 Seeing that the sage was quiet and serene (silent), 
欲度三有海 and about to cross over the Ocean of the Three 
[forms of] Existence,21 
左手執強弓 in the left hand he (i.e., Māra) held the firm bow 
右手彈利箭 and with the right hand he pointed with his sharp 
arrows. 
而告菩薩言 Addressing the Bodhisattva, he said: 
                                                                                                             
19 This hints that Śākyamuni has not yet reached enlightenment, so it is still 
possible to hinder him. 
20 Skr. setu, a synonym for ‘patience/endurance’. 
21 On this term, see Hirakawa: 22 and Nakamura: 455c. 
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汝剎利速起 ‘You kṣatriya, rise up quickly!22 
死甚可怖畏 Death is really frightening; 
當修汝自法 you should cultivate your own Dharma 
捨離解脫法 and abandon the Dharma of salvation [of the 
sentient beings]. 
習戰施福會 Practise war in the accumulation of merit, 
調伏諸世間 subduing all the [secular] world, 
終得生天樂 and in the end attain to be reborn in the bliss of 
heaven. 
此道善名稱 This path is superb and well known, 
先勝之所行 and the former conquerors walked on it.23 
仙王高宗胄 The armour of the magnificent ancestors of the 
sagely kings[?],24  
乞士非所應 [but life as] mendicant monks does not suit [you]. 
今若不起者 Now, if you do not rise up, 
且當安汝意 then you had better pacify your mind (aspiration); 
慎莫捨要誓 considering that, if you do not abandon your 
vow,25  
試我一放箭 you are tempting me to release the arrow. 
                                                                                                           
22  Māra addresses Śākyamuni with his caste (i.e., the warrior caste) 
affiliation. 
23 In this passage, Māra tries to convince Śākyamuni that he should follow the 
path of a worldly king and conqueror rather than try to become a ‘Dharma 
king’. 
24 Beal’s (2003: 76) translation of this phrase – ‘Rishis and kings and men of 
eminence’ – also does not fit particularly well. "[?]" indicates that the 
translation is very tentative. 
25 Yāoshì 要誓, ‘vow, oath’ (Skr. satyadhiṣṭhāna). 
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罣羅月光孫 Aila, the grandson of Moonlight 
(Candraprabha?)26 
亦由我此箭 by this arrow of mine, 
小觸如風吹 was barely touched like the breeze of the wind, 
其心發狂亂 but his mind became confused in madness. 
寂靜苦行仙 The calm immortal (ṛṣī) Vimala[?] engaged in 
ascetic practices, 
聞我此箭聲 [but] hearing the sound of this arrow of mine, 
心即大恐怖 his mind fell in great terror. 
惛迷失本性 Confused, he lost his original nature; 
況汝末世中 how much less could you, [living] in the Age of 
Decline, 
望脫我此箭 hope to escape from this arrow of mine? 
汝今速起者 Now, if you stand up quickly, 
幸可得安全 you will be so fortunate as to be able to save 
yourself. 
此箭毒熾盛 This poisonous arrow is blazing, 
慷慨而戰掉 vehement and causing [people to tremble with] 
fear. 
計力堪箭者 One who with all his powers endures the 
arrow[?], 
自安猶尚難 staying calm is difficult indeed.27  
況汝不堪箭 How much more, when you are not [able to] 
endure my arrow, 
                                                                                                           
26 Beal has ‘Soma’. 
27 Beal (2003: 76): ‘and you are resting in the face of such calamity?’. 
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云何能不驚 how could it be that you are not terrified?’ 
 
The narrative then describes the sage’s reaction to Māra’s 
threats: 
 
魔說如斯事 Māra expounded this matter 
迫脅於菩薩 coercing the Bodhisattva [to abandon his goal], 
菩薩心怡然 [but] the mind of the Bodhisattva was contented 
不疑亦不怖 and he did not doubt and did not fear. 
 
Following Māra’s futile attempt to change the Bodhisattva’s 
mind, the Demon King launches his assault: 
 
魔王即放箭 Māra then released the arrow, 
兼進三玉女 and at the same time the three Jaden daughters 
stepped forward. 
菩薩不視箭 The Bodhisattva did not look at the arrow   
亦不顧三女 and did not turn around to the three daughters, 
either.28 
魔王惕然疑 King Māra was fearful and in doubt, 
心口自相語 and with mind and speech,29 he said to himself: 
                                                                                                           
28 In a condensed way, these two lines express that the Bodhisattva was 
impressed by neither the military attack nor the sight of the three beautiful 
women (i.e., he suffered neither fear/doubt nor sexual temptation). In this 
version of the story, the military attack and the temptation occur 
simultaneously. 
29 That is, to speak one’s mind directly. 
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曾為雪山女 ‘Formerly, because the maiden of Snow Mountain 
(Himalaya)30 
射魔醯首羅 shot at Maheśvara,31 
能令其心變 she was able to make him change his mind [and 
not attain enlightenment]. 
而不動菩薩 But [I] did not move the Bodhisattva, 
非復以此箭 not with this arrow 
及天三玉女 but the three heavenly Jaden daughters 
所能移其心 were able to move his mind 
令起於愛恚 to cause [him] to give rise to love and hate.’ 
 
The attack by Māra’s army is described below. The first section 
features a lengthy description of the monster-soldiers: 
 
當更合軍眾 He (i.e., Māra) [therefore] was about to 
reassemble his army, 
以力強逼迫 in order to compel [the Bodhisattva] by force. 
作此思惟時 When he made this reflection, 
魔軍忽然集 the army of Māra suddenly assembled, 
種種各異形 in all kinds of different appearances, 
                                                                                                           
30  Xuěshān nü 雪 山 女  appears only once in CBETA, and the precise 
meaning is unclear. The term could refer to the legend of a beautiful female 
spirit who lives deep in the mountains and seduces passing men. Any man 
who succumbs to temptation turns to ice and the spirit feeds on his soul. 
31 The foremost Hindu god, Śiva (Dà zìzài tiān 大自在天). This god also 
appears in some Buddhist scriptures, and he is especially worshipped in 
some esoteric schools (for details, see DDB). 
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執戟持刀劍 holding halberds and swords, 
戟樹捉金杵 and lances [?], and grasping golden pestles 
(handles), 
種種戰鬪具 and there were all kind of weapons. 
猪魚驢馬頭 Pig – fish [with] donkey horse-heads, 
駝牛兕虎形 camel – buffalos [with] rhinoceros – tiger shape, 
師子龍象首 lions and dragons [with] elephant heads, 
及餘禽獸類 and all kinds of other beasts. 
或一身多頭 Some had one body and multiple heads; 
或面各一目 some had faces with one eye each; 
或復眾多眼 some again had a multitude of eyes; 
或大腹長身 some had a big belly and a long body; 
或羸瘦無腹 some were emaciated and without a belly; 
或長脚大膝 some had long legs and big knees; 
或大脚肥𨄔 [=腨] some had large feet and fat calves [of the legs]; 
或長牙利爪 some had long teeth and sharp claws; 
或無頭目面 some were without a head and had an eye – face 
(i.e., a face consisting of nothing but an eye); 
或兩足多身 some had two feet and multiple bodies; 
或大面傍面 some had a big face and ‘one-sided’ faces; 
或作灰土色 some had the colour of ash-earth; 
或似明星光 some resembled the light of bright stars; 
或身放烟火 some had bodies which emanated smoke and fire; 
或象耳負山 some had elephant ears and carried a mountain on 
their back; 
或被髮裸身 some had naked bodies covered with hair; 
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或被服皮革 some were covered with skin[?]; 
面色半赤白 the faces being half-red and half-white; 
或著虎皮衣 some wore cloths of tiger skin; 
或復著蛇皮 some again were wearing a snake skin; 
或腰帶大鈴 some were wearing large bells at the waist; 
或縈髮螺髻 some entangled their hair with spiral headdresses; 
或散髮被身 some had spread their hair to cover their [whole] 
body. 
 
Following this detailed description of the soldiers’ physical 
features, the narrative describes their attack: 
 
或吸人精氣 Some were inhaling, sucking up the life energies 
of people; 
或奪人生命 some were snatching away the lives of people; 
或超擲大呼 some were throwing [things] across with loud 
shouts; 
或奔走相逐 some were running around wildly, pursuing each 
other; 
迭自相打害 some were trying to hit and hurt him (or each 
other); 
或空中旋轉 some were spinning around in mid-air; 
或飛騰樹間 some were flying up within the [Bodhi] Tree; 
或呼叫吼喚 some were yelling and roaring, 
惡聲震天地 and the ugly sounds were shaking heaven and 
earth. 
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如是諸惡類 All of this evil kind (group) 
圍遶菩提樹 surrounded the Bodhi Tree. 
或欲擘裂身 Some wished to split open the body [of the 
Bodhisattva] 
或復欲吞噉 others wanted to gulp him down; 
四面放火然 in all directions they emitted fire 
烟焰盛衝天 and smoke and flames were filling the sky. 
狂風四激起 Infernal storms were arising from the four 
directions 
山林普震動 and mountains and forests were all trembling. 
風火烟塵合 The wind-driven fires generated smoke and dust 
黑闇無所見 and it became dark and one could not see 
anything. 
 
The next section describes the heavenly beings’ reaction to this 
assault on the Bodhisattva: 
 
愛法諸天人 All the gods and men who were fond of the 
Dharma, 
及諸龍鬼等 and all the nāgas and ghosts, 
悉皆忿魔眾 were infuriated with the Māra-crowd. 
瞋恚血淚流 With anger and disgust they were emitting tears 
of blood, 
淨居諸天眾 and all the heavenly crowd of the Pure Abode 
(Skr. śuddhâvāsa) 
見魔亂菩薩 saw that Māra was [trying to] disturb the 
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Bodhisattva. 
離欲無瞋心 They distanced themselves from desire and were 
without the sensation of anger, 
哀愍而傷彼 they were worried that he might get hurt; 
悉來見菩薩 they all came and looked at the Bodhisattva 
端坐不傾動 who was sitting straight up [in meditation] and 
did not tilt to the side. 
無量魔圍繞 Countless demons were surrounding him, 
惡聲動天地 and their evil sounds moved heaven and earth. 
菩薩安靖默 The Bodhisattva was peaceful and quiet, 
光顏無異相 of luminous countenance and without any unusual 
behaviour. 
猶如師子王 Like the Lion King 
處於群獸中 dwelling amid the wild beasts, 
皆歎嗚呼呼 all howling and whining, 
奇特未曾有 strange as never encountered before, 
魔眾相駈策 the Māra-crowd spurring and stabbing. 
各進其威力 Each advanced with all their might, 
迭共相催切 and one after another they attacked him, 
須臾令摧滅 and immediately tried to destroy [him]. 
裂目而切齒 With fierce eyes and gnashing teeth, 
亂飛而超摧 they were flying around chaotically and tried to 
excel in destroying [him]. 
 
At this point the narrative goes on to describe Śākyamuni’s 
reaction, or rather his inaction, for he remains still and silent 
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throughout. He does not use any magical powers to divert the 
attack; rather, the various assaults are transformed (huà 化) in the 
face of the Bodhisattva’s supreme virtue. 
 
菩薩默然觀 The Bodhisattva watched [all this] silently, 
如看童兒戲 like watching the play of children. 
眾魔益忿恚 The various demons became increasingly angry 
and hateful, 
倍增戰鬪力 doubling their fighting efforts. 
抱石不能舉 [However,] grasping around rocks, they were 
unable to lift them up, 
舉者不能下 or, having lifted them up, they were unable to 
drop them.  
飛矛戟利矟 The flying lances and spears and the sharp 
halberds  
凝虛而不下 were frozen in mid-air and did not descend [on 
the Bodhisattva]. 
雷震雨大雹 The rain of the thunderclaps and the large 
hail[stones] 
化成五色花 transformed in five-coloured flowers. 
惡龍蛇噀毒 The poison spraying out from the mouths of evil 
dragons and snakes 
化成香風氣 transformed into fragrant vapours, 
諸種種形類 and all of the various creatures 
欲害菩薩者 which wished to hurt the Bodhisattva 
不能令傾動 were unable to tilt [him] to the side. 
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隨事還自傷 Subsequently, they returned, defeated. 
 
The next section describes a further ‘scary/ugly attack’ on the 
Bodhisattva: 
 
魔王有姊妹 King Māra had a sister, 
名彌伽迦利 by name of Míqiéjiālì (Megha-kāli).32 
手執髑髏器 In her hands she held skull utensils, 
在於菩薩前 holding them in front of the Bodhisattva, 
作種種異儀 performing all kinds of strange demeanours, 
婬惑亂菩薩 deluding the Bodhisattva by means of seduction. 
如是等魔眾 This kind of Māra-crowd 
種種醜類身 had all kinds ugly bodily forms 
作種種惡聲 and made all kinds of ugly, evil sounds, 
欲恐怖菩薩 wishing to terrify the Bodhisattva. 
不能動一毛 But they were unable to move him by even an 
inch (lit. ‘a hair’). 
諸魔悉憂慼 [Consequently,] all the demons fell into despair.  
 
The text then offers some general reflections on the status and 
power of the Bodhisattva through the words of a divine observer: 
 
空中負多神 And in mid-air there was Bhūta;33 
                                                                                                           
32 See Hirakawa: 437. 
33 ‘[The one who] has defeated the many spirits’ – possibly the name of a 
deity; see Nakamura: 1177b. 
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隱身出音聲 invisibly, he uttered sounds [, saying]: 
我見大牟尼 ‘I watch the Great Sage, 
心無怨恨想 his mind being without the thoughts of 
resentment and hate. 
眾魔惡毒心 The evil minds of the crowd of demons, 
無怨處生怨 at the place of no-resentment they produced 
resentment. 
愚癡諸惡魔 All the ignorant evil demons  
徒勞無所為 were labouring in vain and were unable to do 
anything; 
當捨恚害心 they should discard their hateful minds, 
寂靜默然住 quietly and silently stand still. 
汝不能口氣 You cannot, by means of the breath of your 
mouth, 
吹動須彌山 move Mount Sumeru, 
火冷水熾然 cause fire to freeze or ignite the water, 
地性平軟濡 make the surface of the earth soft and fluid. 
不能壞菩薩 [Likewise,] one cannot destroy the Bodhisattva 
歷劫修善果 who has cultivated the wholesome fruits for 
successive kalpas. 
菩薩正思惟 The Bodhisattva’s correct thinking, 
精進勤方便 his vigour and diligence, expedient means, 
淨智慧光明 and the bright light of his pure wisdom, 
慈悲於一切 his being compassionate to everybody; 
此四妙功德 these four marvellous virtues 
無能中斷截 cannot be cut off. 
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而為作留難 But [they try to] create difficulties for him, 
不成正覺道 so he would not complete the Path of Awakening. 
如日千光明 Like the 1,000-fold light of the sun 
必除世間闇 necessarily disperses the darkness of the world; 
鑽木而得火 by drilling into wood one obtains fire, 
掘地而得水 and by digging into the earth one obtains water. 
精勤正方便 Vigour and correct, expedient means [to save 
sentient beings], 
無求而不獲 not seeking and not obtaining, 
世間無救護 in the world without rescue, 
中貪恚癡毒 hitting the poison of greed, adversity and 
ignorance; 
哀愍眾生故 because of feeling pity for the sentient beings 
求智慧良藥 and seeking after the good medicine of wisdom, 
為世除苦患 in order to eradicate the suffering in the world, 
汝云何惱亂 why do you disturb [the Bodhisattva]? 
世間諸癡惑 All the ignorant and confused in the world 
悉皆著邪徑 adhere to an evil path; 
菩薩習正路 the correct Way practised by the Bodhisattva 
欲引導眾生 tries to guide the sentient beings. 
惱亂世尊師 Disturbing the world-honoured teacher, 
是則大不可 therefore, really is utterly impossible! 
如大曠野中 It is like in the vast wilderness, 
欺誑商人導 betraying the leader of the merchants, 
眾生墮大冥 and the sentient beings will fall down into great 
confusion, 
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莫知所至處 and will not know their destination. 
為燃智慧燈 When lighting the torch of wisdom [for them], 
云何欲令滅 why wish to extinguish it? 
眾生悉漂沒 The sentient beings all drown 
生死之大海 in the ocean of life and death; 
為脩智慧舟 when building the boat of wisdom [to cross over], 
云何欲令沒 how could one wish to make it sink? 
忍辱為法芽 Endurance is the sprout of the Dharma, 
固志為法根 and firm resolution is the root of the Dharma; 
律儀戒為地 the regulations and prohibitions (vinaya) are its 
earth, 
覺正為枝幹 and the realization of the correct is its branches 
and trunk. 
智慧之大樹 The great Tree of Wisdom 
無上法為菓 has the superior Dharma as its fruit, 
蔭護諸眾生 secretly protecting all sentient beings. 
云何而欲伐 How could one wish to attack this? 
貪恚癡枷鎖 The fetters of craving, aversion and ignorance 
軛縛於眾生 are binding the sentient beings. 
長劫修苦行 [The Bodhisattva] has practised asceticism for 
long periods of kalpas 
為解眾生縛 in order to untangle the fetters of sentient beings 
決定成於今 and his resolve has matured until now; 
於此正基坐 sitting on this correct foundation,34 
                                                                                                           
34 Zhèng jī 正基: the 'square foundation' of the Buddha seat became an important 
element in the iconography of Buddha's meditation / enlightenment under the 
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如過去諸佛 in the same way as all the buddhas of the past 
堅竪金剛臺 have firmly erected the Diamond-platform. 
諸方悉輕動 All directions are easy to move, 
惟此地安隱 only this very place (i.e., where the Buddha is 
sitting) is safe and stable; 
能堪受妙定 able to receive the marvellous samādhis; 
非汝所能壞 this is nothing you can destroy. 
但當輕下心 You should make your heart humble,  
除諸憍慢意 and eradicate all arrogance in your mind. 
應修智識想 You should cultivate the thought of wisdom 
忍辱而奉事 and practise forbearance and giving.’ 
魔聞空中聲 When Māra heard this voice in the air 
見菩薩安靜 and saw that the Bodhisattva was safe and calm, 
慚愧離憍慢 he felt ashamed and distanced himself from 
self-indulgence and arrogance, 
復道還天上 and withdrew to heaven. 
魔眾悉憂慼 All the Māra-crowd was grieving, 
崩潰失威武 they collapsed and lost their powers. 
鬪戰諸器仗 All weapons for battle 
縱橫棄林野 were discarded all over the forest wilderness. 
如人殺怨主 In the same way as people kill a hostile leader, 
怨黨悉摧碎 all the hostile groups [of attackers] were 
destroyed, 
                                                                                                             
Bodhi Tree. The "Diamond-platform" is also a reference to this seat. According 
to Mahāyāna cosmology all buddhas have to gain enlightenment at this exact 
location. 
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眾魔既退散 and the numerous demons retreated. 
菩薩心虛靜 The Bodhisattva’s mind was empty and quiet 
日光倍增明 and the light of the sun was twice as bright as 
before; 
塵霧悉除滅 dust and fog all dispersed, 
月明眾星朗 the light of the moon and the multitude of stars 
were bright, 
無復諸闇障 and there was no hindrance of darkness any 
more.35 
空中雨天花 From mid-air heavenly flowers rained down  
以供養菩薩 in order to pay homage to the Bodhisattva. 
 
FÓ BĚNXÍNG JĪNG 
In addition to the above text, there is the Sūtra on the Past 
Activities of the Buddha, the Fó běnxíng jīng 佛本行經 (T4, 
no.193), a popular text supposedly translated by Bǎoyún 寶雲 in 
the middle of the fifth century, which consists of 32 fascicles that 
describe the life of the Buddha in chronological order and verse 
form. There are significant similarities to the Buddhacarita version 
of the Buddha’s life. Chapter 16 is devoted to the ‘Submission of 
Māra’ (Xiáng Mó 降魔). 
Further accounts of Māra tempting the Buddha appear 
                                                                                                           
35 In Buddhist texts, ànzhàng is usually used metaphorically: ‘hindrance of 
darkness > hindrance of ignorance’. 
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elsewhere in Chinese Buddhist literature, such as in vinaya texts.36  
 
There is considerable ambiguity in the descriptions of Māra in 
both canonical and non-canonical texts. On the one hand, he is the 
personification of evil, death and afflictions (while his daughters 
symbolize ‘desire’); on the other, he is described as a powerful god, 
equal to (or even higher than) Brahma, Indra and other heavenly 
beings. Accordingly, some texts inform us that women are denied 
rebirth as King Māra, since they have the features of the ‘Five 
Hindrances’ which prevent their rebirth in heaven as a god.37 
It is also important to note that in many Mahāyāna sūtras, such 
as the Lotus sūtra and the various (and sometimes spurious) 
Maitreya sūtras, Māra has transformed into a protector of 
Buddhism. He is converted through his encounter with Śākyamuni, 
then serves future buddhas, encouraging sentient beings to become 
monks and nuns. 
In the Chinese context, it should also be noted that Māra 
demons play an important role in the apocryphal sixth-century 
scriptures dealing with the ‘End of the Dharma’ (mòfă 末法) and 
                                                                                                           
36 For example, Sìfēn lǜ 四分律 (T22, no.1428: 792c-793a; 797b-797c) and 
Wǔfēn lǜ 五分律 (T22, no.1421: 109c-110a). 
37 This is sometimes relativized in Mahāyāna texts such as the Lotus sūtra. 
Anyway, in late medieval Chinese texts, wǔ-zhàng zhī shēn 五障之身 
(‘body with Five Hindrances’) is encountered as a self-effacing formula 
and semi-pronoun, expressing that the speaker is a woman (in the Buddhist 
context, often seen as a severe obstacle to  spiritual progress). For an 
interesting article on the role of women in Song Chinese Buddhism, see 
Levering 1992. 
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the ‘Final Age’ of the pending apocalypse. The demons have a duty 
to destroy and annihilate the ‘sinners’ of the world, with only very 
few people to be saved.38 They also have to fulfil a higher end, 
despite their destructive role. As in the vivid descriptions of the 
Lalitavistara and the Buddhacarita, the authors tend to revel in the 
demons’ ferocity and their attacks on sinners. 
 
A Few Notes on Visual Accounts 
 
The large corpus of textual sources on Māra is paralleled by a 
rich array of visual representations of the subject. This is 
significant in our discussion of the Transformation Text version of 
Māra, since the Dūnhuáng records are transcripts of texts that were 
                                                                                                           
38 On this blend of Buddhist and Daoist apocalyptic thought, see Zürcher 
(1982: 38):  
[T]hirty-six monstrous Māra-kings appear with their hosts; like true 
apocalyptic riders they are mounted on dragon-horses; they are 
brandishing their diamond clubs and shout ‘shā 剎!’. Then there will 
be a deep darkness lasting seven days and nights. In the dark, heaven 
and earth are shaken by heavy earthquakes, whilst the demons 
persecute the surviving sinners […] After the seven days and nights of 
darkness and cosmic convulsions, a demon-king will appear, wearing a 
black garment with red cords, and armed with a red club, at the head of 
a huge horde of demons who destroy the sinners. Then the cosmic 
conflagration takes place: the whole world is burnt down by an 
Asura-king holding seven suns in his hands. Even the mountains melt 
and disappear; the earth has become a scorched plain. At that moment, 
Maitreya descends, seated in a splendid shrine that floats down from 
the Tusita heaven. 
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used in popular ‘multi-media’ performances of the subject, which 
included narrations, recitations of poems and probably 
accompanying music. Visual material such as banners and painted 
scrolls were at the core of these presentations of the story (see 
below). 
In Buddhist visual culture, Māra’s attack on the Buddha started 
to appear at a very early stage in representations of Buddhist 
topics,39 and eventually spread throughout South, Central and East 
Asia. 
 
 
Māra’s assault, Sāñcī stūpa no.1, northern toraṇa, middle architrave, 
in situ (courtesy of Osmund Bopearachchi)40 
                                                                                                           
39 For example, on the stūpas of Bharhut (c. second century BCE), Sāñcī (c. 
second – first century BCE), Amarāvatī and Nāgārjunakoṇḍa (ca. end of 
second century BCE – early third century CE). For a thorough discussion 
of the visual sources on Māra, see Anderl and Pons 2013: 271-300. 
40 According to Foucher and Marshall (1983, Vol. 2: pl. 29), the scenes 
unfold as follows: 
1. The demons of Māra’s army have not yet been summoned to battle and 
drink, sing and dance.  
2. Māra, fearing the end of his realm, is seated on his throne and attended 
by female figures and probably one of his sons. 
3. Māra, his son and one of his daughters proceed towards the Bodhisattva, 
who is symbolically depicted by a tree. Although this scene presumably 
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In the art of Gandhāra (second – fourth century CE), the subject 
enjoyed great popularity and the depictions underwent a process of 
codification. More than 50 reliefs illustrating Māra’s assault have 
been recorded. Typical depictions of the topic contain the 
following elements: 
 
The Buddha is seated in padmāsana in the centre. On the right, 
Māra stands proudly (sometimes also held back by one of his sons) 
while he is about to pull out his sword. In contrast to this 
self-confident and martial appearance to the right, the defeated 
Māra is depicted on the left, his legs weakened and half-bent (and 
sometimes sustained by his son). In the background, armed 
demons and soldiers appear. Occasionally, in the foreground one or 
two demons are crawling in defeat. In the Gandhāran composition, 
the key moments of the episode are identified and illustrated: 
preparation of the assault, the assault of the army itself, Buddha’s 
immovability, the defeat of Māra.41 
 
                                                                                                             
illustrates the temptation by the demon, Māra is surprisingly 
represented with hands joined, a gesture of devotion.  
4. The same group is depicted retreating from the Bodhi Tree in postures 
conveying their defeat. (This scene actually appears between scenes 2 
and 3 on the relief.) 
5. On the left end of the architrave, Sujātā is shown entering through a 
gateway, bringing Siddhārtha Gautama his last meal before his 
enlightenment. 
See also Anderl and Pons 2013: 271. 
41 Ibid.: 276. 
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Māra’s assault, stone relief, Butkara I, Gandhāra, Swat 
Museum (B3279), Saidu Sharif (Faccenna 1962, Vol. 2: 
pl. 24-26) 
 
The typically symmetrical compositions of Gandhāra had a 
great impact on subsequent depictions of the topic, including those 
in Chinese Buddhist art. 42  The subject also enjoyed great 
popularity since it depicted the key moment in Śākyamuni’s life – 
his attainment of enlightenment. Māra was the final obstacle to this, 
and by overcoming it the Buddha could embark on his work as 
teacher and saviour. The symmetrical and mono-scenic depictions 
of the topic, developed in Gandhāra, were well suited for a 
contrastive dramaturgy, and artists in China followed suit and 
elaborated on this model. 
Contrastive elements in the symmetrical composition include: 
 
                                                                                                           
42 For details of the codified Gandhāran compositions, see ibid.: 276-282. 
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BUDDHA MĀRA 
non-movement/serenity movement/action 
detachment emotionally 
involved/anger/hatred/expressive 
counter-magic magic 
beautiful ugly/grotesque/bizarre (soldiers, 
monsters, etc.) 
calm/peaceful forceful/aggressive 
without desire/self-composed temptation/seduction/erotic features 
(daughters) 
 
The Māra motif shows astonishing stability in the transmission 
to the East, and similar parallel and symmetrical constructions 
focusing on the Buddha in the centre can be found in Gandhāra, 
Kizil and Dūnhuáng. However, there is variation in the theme of 
the seductive daughters and their transformed counterparts (ugly 
old women). In China, there is also an increasing focus on 
peripheral elements such as soldiers (and, from Táng times 
onwards, multiple divisions of the army) and grotesque monsters. 
 
‘ASSAULT OF MĀRA’ 
IN THE DŪNHUÁNG AREA 
CAVE 
NUMBER 
PERIOD 
Mògāo cave 254 Northern Wèi 
Mògāo cave 260 Northern Wèi 
Mògāo cave 263 Northern Wèi 
Mògāo cave 428 Northern Zhōu 
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Mògāo cave 23 Táng 
Mògāo cave 112 Táng 
Mògāo cave 156 Táng 
Mògāo cave 85 Late Táng 
Western 1000 Buddha cave 12 Northern Zhōu 
Yùlín cave 33 Five Dynasties 
Yùlín cave 3 Xīxià 
Yùlín cave 10 Xīxià 
Table: Overview of Māra depictions in the Dūnhuáng area 
 
Whereas the overall structure of the composition was 
maintained, the different material support in Dūnhuáng in the form 
of wall paintings also provided opportunities for certain variations. 
The Māra depictions in the Dūnhuáng area were often larger than 
their Gandhāran counterparts, and employed a square iconographic 
space. As such, more space could be devoted to more peripheral 
elements, such as the various soldiers and monsters of Māra’s army. 
Many of these demons are described in great detail in the Chinese 
literary sources (mentioned above), so the artists were not forced to 
rely on their own imaginations for inspiration. The early Dūnhuáng 
Cave 254 – constructed during the Northern Wèi Dynasty – 
features numerous soldiers and monsters. Māra, in full armour, is 
depicted multiple times, and his daughters are shown as both 
beautiful young women and old women, following their 
transformation. 
From the end of the Táng to the Five Dynasties period, there 
were several innovations in the visual representation of the subject. 
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One example is the exquisite Māra Silk banner (Musée Guimet, 
MG 17655), which was found among the objects in Mògāo Cave 
17. Since its discovery, scholars have tried to analyse the numerous 
motifs and figures represented in the complex composition. In 
addition to Māra’s attack, the twelve small Buddha images on the 
left- and right-hand sides have posed particular problems in terms 
of interpretation. Recent scholarship suggests that these images 
represent Śākyamuni performing various miracles, such as rising 
up in the air, walking through mountains, walking on water, and so 
on. Below Māra’s attack there is another panel depicting the seven 
treasures of a Cakravartin (Skr. sapta-ratna). In addition, the 
painting contains two esoteric deities.43 
The emergence of new literary styles, such as the 
semi-vernacular biànwén 變文 (Transformation Texts), jiǎngjīng 
wén 講經文 (Sūtra Lecture Texts) and popular narratives of the 
lives of the Buddha and other Buddhist figures (yīnyuán 因緣), 
also had a profound impact on iconographic representations. In 
addition, as studies of the Māra Silk banner and other paintings 
produced at the end of the Táng era and later have shown, new 
elements were incorporated, drawing inspiration even from 
non-Buddhist artistic traditions. Moreover, in this case one could 
speak of a form of vernacularization through the significant 
expansion of peripheral elements (such as the demons and 
                                                                                                           
43 For a study of the painting, see Russell-Smith 2005. For a wall painting of 
Māra with narrative side panels (probably showing scenes of conversion 
and episodes from the Buddha’s life), see also Yùlín Cave 33. 
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monsters) and an increased focus on dramaturgy, in addition to 
more liberal mixing of elements and the introduction of new ones 
(e.g., typical of esoteric Buddhism). As such, the latter part of the 
Táng and the Five Dynasties era comprise an important transitional 
period in terms of both literary and art production due to the 
emergence of new techniques, structures and styles. 
The subjects of Māra’s attack and his daughters tempting 
Śākyamuni evolved gradually in Buddhist literature and art. 
Although Māra features in every type of Buddhist text, the Pāli 
sources often focus solely on the temptation motif. It was only in 
the Sanskrit sources that the topics of the demon’s attack and his 
daughters’ temptation of the Buddha were fully developed into 
full-scale narratives. These motifs became very popular, and 
proved highly suitable for illustrating Śākyamuni’s supernatural 
and conversion powers. 
This textual development was also projected onto visual media 
from an early stage, and the motif continued to enjoy great 
popularity in China after the transmission of Buddhism to the East. 
In addition, Māra could be easily combined with other motifs, such 
as magical transformations (based on the Buddha’s enlightenment) 
and the conversion of Buddhism’s opponents into powerful 
supporters. Despite the complex temporal sequencing of the story, 
mono-scenic depictions dominate the iconographic representations, 
and multiple episodes from the tale are projected within a single 
symmetrical frame. When depicted, the daughters are usually 
shown to the left and the right of the Buddha – one group with 
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beautiful features, and the other transformed into ugly old women. 
Similarly, King Māra is usually depicted at least twice – as attacker 
and as defeated warrior. In the extant material from Gandhāra, 
depictions of Māra are frequently represented, and these underwent 
a process of codification, developing the typical symmetrical 
composition with the Buddha in the centre. The other main 
protagonists are arranged to his left or right, and sometimes below, 
all surrounded by a variety of attacking soldiers and monsters.  
The main dramaturgical feature is the contrastive representation 
of the calm and unmoved Buddha in the centre and the other, 
emotionally charged protagonists (including Māra himself) who 
surround him. On the basis of this basic structure, the motif could 
be either depicted in very condensed or even minimalistic form, or 
expanded through the addition of more protagonists (son, 
daughters, Earth Goddess and so on) and/or peripheral elements 
(soldiers, demons and monsters). 
These two aspects of depictions of Māra – the symmetrical 
arrangement and the dramaturgy – were surprisingly stable and 
persisted during the eastward transmission of the motif. However, 
some variations occurred due to positioning within the architectural 
and/or programmatic frame and the material support (e.g., in the 
stūpa structures of Gandhāra, in the minimalistic avadāna/jātaka 
programmatic depictions at Kizil, and on the walls of the main hall 
of the Dūnhuáng caves, to name a few examples). 
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Māra Silk banner (Musée Guimet, MG 17655): This painting 
presents the topic in great detail, with many peripheral 
elements, such as the soldiers and monsters of Māra’s army as 
well as various animals. Two esoteric deities are also included 
for the first time – one above and one below the Buddha. 
Another innovation is the addition of side and lower panels. 
The side panels show various miracles performed by the 
Buddha, while the lower panel illustrates the seven treasures of 
a Cakravartin(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File: Dunh 
uang_Mara_ Budda.jpg#filelinks) 
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The Transformation Text of the Destruction of 
Māra (Pò Mó biàn 破魔變) 
 
In this book, the focus is on a Māra narrative in the form of a 
so-called ‘Transformation Text’ (biànwén 變文), a popular literary 
form preserved among the Dūnhuáng manuscripts and written in a 
semi-vernacular language. Prior to the discovery of the Dūnhuáng 
corpus around the turn of the twentieth century, this literary genre 
was unknown to modern readers. Regarded as a popular and 
unsophisticated literary form by the elite literati, texts written in 
this genre were not published in officially sanctioned literary 
collections. The texts contain numerous elements of the colloquial 
language of the late Táng Dynasty in terms of both semantics and 
syntax.44 A few examples of these features will be discussed in the 
annotations to the English translation. 
The term biànwén (lit. ‘Transformation Text’) can be traced to 
the tenth century CE, and it has been amply discussed in the 
scholarly literature, with many theories proposed.45 In particular, 
the interpretation of biàn (‘transformation’) has posed many 
difficulties. In a recent paper, Karashima (2016) studies this term in 
                                                                                                           
44 Indeed, besides their literary qualities, the texts are of great value for their 
historical linguistics, since they are among the earliest Chinese texts 
written in a semi-colloquial style. Hence, they have been studied 
extensively in this respect since their discovery. 
45 See, for example, Mair 1989: 36-72. For a short survey of references, see 
Karashima 2016: 257, fn. 3. For an overview of the main texts, see ibid.: 
fn.1.  
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the context of Indian and Central Asian texts, and concludes that 
the semantics of ‘transformation’ (the original meaning of biàn) is 
very weak and that biàn rather means ‘painting’, ‘figure’ or ‘relief’ 
in that context. As such, biàn in the Táng Dynasty refers to ‘a 
painting of a Buddhist theme’ and is synonymous with biànxiàng 
變相,46 while biànwén designates texts in which these paintings 
are explained to a popular audience. Karashima argues that this 
literary form was an adaptation of Central Asian storytelling 
traditions: 
 
To investigate Chinese Buddhist manuscripts from Dunhuang, 
which are syncretic composites of both Indian and Chinese culture 
elements, we need to put information of both sides together. The 
practice of creating bian 變 and bianwen 變文 was not invented 
in Dunhuang. The practice of preaching the Buddhist teachings 
through the use of paintings must have been transmitted from India 
through Central Asia to East Asia. In order to trace such 
transmissions, we need to read original texts further in various 
languages and share information with colleagues in neighbouring 
fields. It may also be meaningful to compare bianwen 變文 with 
the above-mentioned ‘The Avadāna Anthology from Merv’ and 
Gāndhārī manuscripts of Buddhist narratives, discovered in recent 
years in Pakistan.47 
Transformation Texts are typically divided into prose and verse 
                                                                                                           
46 Ibid.: 267. 
47 Ibid.: 275. 
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parts, with the latter often rhythmically summing up the preceding 
prose section. In addition, some contain markers that gave the 
narrator instructions concerning the performance of the story, or 
guidelines for the active participation of the audience in the process 
of narration. 48  Evidence for the relationship between 
Transformation Texts (and related semi-vernacular genres) and 
Transformation Tableaux has been detected in the popular Magical 
Competition between the heretic Raudrakṣa and the Buddha’s 
disciple Śāriptura, which is extant in both manuscript form and 
numerous murals in the Dūnhuáng area. This theme has parallels to 
the Māra narratives and uses similar iconographic features. 
Although the relationship between depiction, text and performance 
cannot be proven in the case of the Māra stories, the famous Silk 
banner (discussed above) and the depiction in Yúlín Cave 33 
suggest an expansion of the topic based on the popular Buddha 
biographies contained in the Chinese versions of the Buddharcarita, 
Lalitavistara and other Chinese texts that were in circulation at that 
time. In contrast to the condensed, earlier depictions of Māra, this 
type of visualization is well suited to performative contexts. Since 
the Māra depictions were originally mono-scenic, the techniques of 
                                                                                                           
48 Typically, the performances include a variety of media, such as music, 
recitation and the display of pictures. Performance markers (often inserted 
into the text with small characters) usually simply guide the narrator but 
they may also indicate passages during which the audience should chant 
unisono. They may even suggest how certain passages should be performed 
(e.g., ‘with emotion’, indicated by duàn jīn 斷金, ‘cutting metal’). The 
performance literature was so successful that non-Buddhist topics and 
stories were eventually performed in this way, too. 
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extension usually emphasize the lively and colourful peripheral 
elements, such as the soldiers, demons and monsters. In the case of 
the Māra Silk banner, new elements are integrated in order to 
enhance the story’s complexity. Such depictions composed of 
numerous elements are also useful illustrations in the context of 
telling and performing the story. On the textual level, the Māra 
stories (and many other vernacularized versions of episodes in the 
Buddha’s life) also show a strong tendency towards the dialogue 
form, another feature that indicates the oral (and performative) 
context. The dialogues are inserted between narrative passages and 
verse sections. Although the large Transformation Tableaux in the 
monumental caves of Dūnhuáng probably did not provide a 
backdrop for popular performances or rituals (since many of them 
were family caves),49 the emergence of this style of depiction 
suggests that such activities did take place (and in the case of the 
Magical Competition, all types of media are preserved, including 
depictions of the subject in large family caves and in vernacular 
Chinese booklets that illustrate the story). Unfortunately, most of 
the numerous Táng Dynasty temples and monasteries did not 
survive the turbulences of time, but we can deduce from passages 
in contemporary manuscripts that the production of these painted 
tableaux was a widespread phenomenon throughout Táng Chinese 
                                                                                                           
49 It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that monks were engaged on 
special occasions to give performances in the family caves, and such 
narrators may well have used the Transformation Tableaux as backdrops. 
However, there is no conclusive evidence for this practice. 
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Buddhist institutions; it was not restricted to family-owned caves. 
For instance, the famous Platform sūtra (Liùzǔ tánjīng 六祖壇經) 
contains a passage in which the head monk plans to commission a 
tableau of the Vimalakirti sūtra on the walls of one of the 
monastery’s gangways, in order that the monks could view the 
scenes as they walked by. As previous studies have shown, from 
the eighth century onwards (vernacular) texts, paintings and 
performances were intricately linked together:50 
 
Certain features of a new Táng vernacular style emerged during 
the eighth and ninth centuries. The ability to portray observable 
phenomena, such as emotion, movement, and popular customs, 
coincided with the increase in temple wall painting production 
during this time […] 
During this stage in Chinese and Central Asian painting, art 
was most closely linked to performance. Compositional themes, 
literary observations, sketches recording traces of the artist’s 
decision-making process, and storytelling narratives popular in 
temples and towns all suggest an appreciation of dramatic 
                                                                                                           
50  This is also evidenced in non-Buddhist sources. Occasionally, the 
performative activities seem to have been so excessive (and sometimes 
vulgar) that they were perceived as immoral and exaggerated. On the other 
hand, they were so popular that the topics were expanded and eventually 
included non-Buddhist stories based on historical events. The 
Transformation Texts genre ultimately had a profound influence on the 
development of both literature and drama in China.  
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elements in real and imagined worlds.51 
 
Victor Mair formulates the relationship between the various 
media as follows: 
 
‘Transformation’ here implies the coming or bringing into being 
(i.e., into illusory reality, Skt. māyā) of a scene or deity. The 
creative agent who causes the transformational manifestation may 
be a Buddha, a Bodhisattva, or a saint such as Maudgalyāyana or 
Śāriputra. Highly skilled storytellers and actors – with the help of 
visual aids, gestures, and music – were also thought to be able to 
replicate transformational acts of creation. The ultimate religious 
purpose of such transformations was the release of all sentient 
beings from the vicious cycle of death and rebirth (saṃsāra). By 
hearing and viewing these transformations and reflecting upon 
them, the individual could become enlightened […] 
Contemporary descriptions of the entertainers who told these 
Táng and Five Dynasties transformation tales indicate that 
audiences were impressed by the manifestations evoked during 
their performances. Through singing, dancing, gestures, painted 
scrolls, shadow projections, and picturesque language, the 
performers recreated magically the characters and events in their 
stories.52 
                                                                                                           
51 Fraser 2004: 159. 
52 Mair 1983: 2-3. 
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Although not directly belonging to the genre of Transformation 
Texts, more direct indications for the performative context of the 
Māra narrative can be detected in another manuscript that deals 
with the topic, entitled Chíshì Púsà 持世菩薩  (Bodhisattva 
Upholder of the World) and written in the form of a commentary 
on the Vimalakīrti nirdeśa sūtra (T14, no.475).53 The long passage 
on Māra unfolds after the citation of one sentence from the sūtra. It 
includes a description of the numerous palace maidens, their 
beautiful features and the music they performed. Typically, the 
main discourse is embedded within direct speech with many 
colloquial features. As in the case of the depiction in Mògāo Cave 
85, this is a ‘mirror narrative,’ and the protagonist is not 
Śākyamuni but Vasudhārā Bodhisattva. The story also includes a 
description of Māra leaving his palace and descending from heaven. 
After this prose section, there is a rather redundant verse section, 
marked with ‘performance markers,’ such as ‘to be chanted’ (yín 
吟). Thereafter, there are further sections in (rhyming) verse form, 
marked with ‘in verse form’ (yùn 韻) and ‘ode/poem’ (shī 詩). 
Sometimes, even the type of stanza/song is specified (e.g., píngshī 
平詩; gǔyín shàngxià 古吟上下). The creation of mirror narratives 
(featuring protagonists other than Śākyamuni) indicates the great 
popularity of the subject. 
 
                                                                                                           
53 The text is preserved in Mss. Pelliot 2292 and 3079; for an edition, see 
Xiàng Chŭ 2006, Vol. 1: 760-807. The title of the text is the name of a 
Bodhisattva (Skr. Vasudhārā). 
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The two manuscripts, Pelliot 2187 and Stein 3491 
 
The Pò Mó biàn is extant in two manuscripts, P2187 and 
S3491.54 The former, which is complete, is preceded by the title 
Xiáng Mó biàn yāzuò wén 降魔變押座文 (Seat-settling Text of 
the Transformation of Subjugating Māra). The title Pò Mó biàn yī 
juàn 破魔變一卷 (The Destruction of Māra in One Fascicle) 
appears at the end of the manuscript. S3491 is preceded by another 
text with the title Gōngdé yì shēng tiān yuán 功德意生天緣. Both 
versions of our text are preceded by the same Seat-settling Text. 
After the text proper in P2187 there is a short eulogy written by the 
performing monk. This section also informs us that the text was 
copied between 907 and 922 CE.55 However, a more exact date 
equating to 944 CE is provided at the very end of the manuscript, 
where the monk who copied the text and his monastery are also 
identified.56 
Seat-settling Texts, which often precede Transformation Texts, 
were used to introduce the main topic of the performance while the 
audience settled in their seats. In the text, it provides an 
introduction to the conditions in which human beings live, seen 
                                                                                                           
54 For more information on these manuscripts, see the Chinese introduction in 
this book. 
55 That is, the Later Liáng 後梁, the regnal period of the Cáo 曹 family, 
whose members controlled the Dūnhuáng area (Shāzhōu 沙洲) during the 
tenth century. 
56 The copyist is identified as Yuàn Róng 願榮 from Jìngtǔ 淨土 (‘Pure 
Land’) Monastery in Dūnhuáng. 
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from a Buddhist perspective, and stresses the impermanence of 
human existence with the help of a variety of metaphors. In 
addition, it offers a concise overview of the main episodes in the 
Buddha’s life up to his encounter with Māra. Despite the initial title, 
our text is usually referred to as Pò Mó biàn (which, as mentioned 
before, appears at the end of the manuscript), since it is different 
from the Xiáng Mó biàn 降魔變 (The Transformation of the 
Subjugation of Māra), extant in S4391, P4615, P4524 and so on. 
The Pò Mó biàn is of great interest for several reasons. It 
provides evidence that popular Buddhist topics were transformed 
into particular literary and visual forms in order to appeal to a 
medieval Chinese audience. Many elements of the text are based 
on canonical Buddhist literature (compare the translations above). 
The dramatic content is perfect for large audiences, highlighting 
the contrast between the calm and composed Buddha and the 
emotional Māra, his devious family and his chaotic army of demon 
warriors. The attack itself is related in great detail, with vivid 
descriptions of the various types of warriors and demons, their 
armour and weapons, and many aspects of medieval Chinese 
military organization and warfare techniques. The narrator could 
also indulge in describing the grotesque features of the demons, 
many of which are half-animal and half-human, and illustrate the 
story with visual media, such as banners and picture scrolls. As a 
special feature, the genre uses a prosemetric style, alternating 
between narrative prose passages and sections in verse. The latter 
sections often reiterate the main points of the preceding narrative 
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but also focus on the thoughts and emotions of the protagonists, 
who often address the audience in direct speech. Not incidentally, 
the various versions of any given Transformation Text tend to show 
considerable variation in the parts that are written in verse. This 
probably indicates that the narrator could interpret these parts more 
freely. 
In addition to the main protagonists Māra and Śākyamuni, 
Māra’s daughters play an important role. They are described as 
young (heavenly) women who approach the Buddha with great 
charm and self-confidence. They do this out of a sense of filial 
piety and respect for their father. The vivid dialogues describe the 
way in which they approach the Buddha and highlight their 
qualities, alternating – as a genre feature – with redundant verse 
sections. As an additional feature, Indian (‘foreign’) and domestic 
(‘Chinese’) features are blended liberally, and the narrative often 
draws on traditional Chinese literature and folk tales. Although the 
‘core elements’ of the daughters’ temptation and the military attack 
are preserved in the vernacular versions, the ‘modalities’ were 
changed considerably. In contrast to the more traditional accounts, 
the Buddha’s serenity is de-emphasized as he eagerly engages in 
debate with the daughters. These adaptations are another indication 
of the processes which transformed the story into more ‘dramatic’ 
forms.  
In the main part of this publication, the text is critically edited 
and annotated. This new edition is based on a collaborative project 
between Dharma Drum University and the Department of 
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Languages and Cultures, University of Ghent, dealing with the 
digitization and mark-up of vernacular Buddhist texts from 
Dūnhuáng.57 The edition and annotations in the main section of 
the book, as well as a translation into modern Chinese, are 
provided by Dr Lín Jìnghuì, the primary researcher during the 
project period. I have added an annotated English translation of the 
text. 
                                                                                                           
57 For more information, see: http://research.flw.ugent.be/en/projects/dcms
-database-medieval-chinese-syntax. 
